
Aging research needs marketing 

What can we learn from cancer 
research?  





NIA versus NCI 
• Florence Mahoney 
• Mahoney: National Advisory Council on Aging 
      from 1974 to 1978 
• Support from Mary Lasker and senators Claude 
     Pepper, Lister Hill, Ernest Hollings, and Thomas Eagleton 
• NIH opposes NIA creation (probably because they don’t want to 

have a new institute taking away money)  
• 1972: Bill accepted 
• Office of Management and Budget: veto it because an NIA “could 

raise false expectations that the aging process can somehow be 
controlled and managed through biomedical research”  

• President Nixon vetoes the bill  
• 1974: Pressure from Florence, biogerontologists and several key 

members of congress forces Nixon to sign the bill 
• Side note: In Europe only Belgium and Denmark have some efforts 

to fund biogerontological research  
 
 



NIA versus NCI 
• 1910: The American Association for Cancer Research 

convinces president Taft to ask congress to build a 
national lab for cancer research: failure  

• 1927: senator Matthew Neely asks congress to give 5 
million USD for information that could lead to a cure 
for cancer: he got 50,000 USD  

• 1937: Neely, senator Homer Bone and representative 
Warren Magnuson : National Cancer Institute Act, 
success signed by president Roosevelt: NCI founded 

•  War in Europe ended funds for the NCI 
• 1946-47: Neely + senator Claude Pepper: 3rd proposal 

for nation wide cancer research: rejected 



American Society for the Controll of 
Cancer  

• Organization of doctors and researchers 
• Budget in 1943: 230,000 USD/year 
• Mary Woodard Lasker 
• Articles in Reader’s Digest 
• 300,000 USD in donations in one month 
• Elmer Foote, publicity expert, was hired 
• Board changed from doctors and researchers to business 

people, movie producers, publicity agents, lawyers, and 
people from the pharmaceutical industry  

• American Cancer Society (ACS)  
• 9 million flyers, 50,000 posters, 1.5 million stickers, 165,000 

collection boxes, 3,000 displays  
• New constitution: only 4 researchers/doctors are allowed in 

the board and the president has to be a non-scientist  



ACS financials  

• 230,000 USD in 1943 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
• 832,000 USD in 1944 
• 4,292,000 USD in 1945 
• 12,045,000 USD in 1947 

 



NIA 

613 



NIA 1,130 





Still budget is way too low… 

• As many as 80 to 85% of the grant proposals 
submitted to the NIA who have passed peer-
review cannot be funded because of lack of 
budget (Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 2008) 



Changing congress  

• But to change congress they realized that they 
needed a top scientist as public image of the 
research on cancer  

• Sidney Farber (aminopterin)  



= 



Cure for cancer: A national goal 

                         Solomon Garb in 1969   
    “A big obstacle in the fight against cancer is the 

severe an chronic lack of money, something that 
is not known to most people. We won’t get there 
by repeating this. It is also necessary to explain 
how it will be used, what kind of projects will be 
financed with it, why these projects deserve our 
support, and where the scientists and technicians 
that have to execute them will come from”   





Conquest of Cancer Act 

• 9 March 1971 
• Ted Kennedy and Jacob Javits  
• Ann Landers Collumn in Chicago Sun-Times  

1 million letters to  
    congress 



Why have some diseases a big impact 
in a given era?   

• The society couples diseases to psychological 
crises  

• Cancer: in the ’70s when the focus changed 
from extern (USSR) to intern (cancer) 

• AIDS: in the ‘80s when the generation was 
obsessed with sexuality and freedom 

• SARS: in 21st century when fear for 
globalization 

• What about aging???  



Aging is a disease 

• Perlman, 1954: “disease complex” or “aging 
syndrome”  

• More recently: Caplan (1992), David Gems 
(2003, 2011), Bulterijs et al. (2015), 
Zhavoronkov and Bhullar (2015) 



Conclusion 

• Cancer has a similar history to aging 
• We need also marketing and business people 

as well as celebrities  
• Aging has be recognized as a disease 
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